
Our innovative and growing company is hiring for an outage manager. We
appreciate you taking the time to review the list of qualifications and to apply for
the position. If you don’t fill all of the qualifications, you may still be considered
depending on your level of experience.

Responsibilities for outage manager

Managing the station’s work schedules to ensure all required activities are
completed in the most efficient manner while maintaining the highest level of
personnel, radiological, nuclear and equipment safety to optimize the value
of the asset to the company
Must have unrestricted ability to travel within North America for up to 50% of
the time and up to approximately 30-40 days at a time
Provide overall leadership and direction for the Grid Operations planned
outage response which includes ensuring accurate scheduling activity,
customer notification, and program creation for equipment outage requests
supporting various T&D work management programs
Accountable for estimating outage and work times impacting SCEs five
million customers and our reliability goals
Will facilitate the advancement of deployment and operation of Grid
Modernization assets
Provide leadership that advances automation which changes how outages are
required, scheduled and utilized
Responsible as the key technical and managerial point of contact for all
outage scheduling, including establishing lead times, software purchasing or
development, escalated conflict resolution
Interacts with program requestor (client), management and supervision Grid
Operations management team to ensure processes are followed and
modified as needs arise

Example of Outage Manager Job Description
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Ensures on going industry involvement for Outage Management
improvement through activities such as

Qualifications for outage manager

Bachelor’s Degree in Engineering, Paper Science, or technical field
Experience using a Computerized Maintenance Management System
(CMMS), specific experience with 4-Site preferred
Minimum 10 years experience in Nuclear Power Plant Maintenance,
Operations or Work Management preferred
Bachelors degree in Engineering and P.Eng
Must have 5 years leading, supervising or managing a highly technical
organization unit, electrical construction as a lead or project manager or in a
grid operations lead role
Must have working knowledge of the Grid Operations Organization,
processes and procedures


